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1 . Scope 

Probabilistic risk assessment techniques were developed by Farmer 
/I/ and were applied to a complex system comprehensively in the 
Reactor Safety Study for IMP. known as 'WASH-1400' III. Though 
this study and its use in the discussion of reactor risk has 
incited a lot of criticism it is generally accepted that 'it 
was largely successful ... in making the study of reactor safety 
more rational and In establishing the topology of many accident 
sequences ...'12/. A risk assessment for German PWR was carried 
out /«/, largely based on WASH-1400 methodology. 
Probabilistic risk assessment techniques were applied to the HTGR-
1160 design by the General Atomic Comp. under contract to USOOE. 
The results of Phase I of this 'Accident Initiation and Progression 
Analysis' (AIPA) were published in 1976 IS/ and comments were 
made /SI. The analysis of dominant accidents has been revised 
in AIPA Phase II; the results were published in 1978 PI. 
In West-Germany a probabilistic safety study was initiated in 1977 
to establish the topoloy of severe accidents and to evaluate 
safety of a HTR-concept for its early classification and optimisa
tion as well as for the definition of new R+0 priorities. The 
first phase of this study, which is almost completed, was based 
on AIPA and on the 1160-concept with prismatic fuel elements(Fig. 1) 
The PSH-study was funded by the Bundesminister des Innern and 
carried out by the Institute for Nuclear Safety Research (ISF) of 
KFA-Julich and the Gesellschaft fiir Reaktorslcherhelt (GRS). 

In Phase I, en which I want to report here /I, 9, 10/, AIPA metho-' 
dology and results were reviewed and applied to the German equi
valent of the HTGR-1160 and German site conditions (see Table 1 
for milestones, basic assumptions and status). The reference plant 
design is described in technical documents H k e 197S PSAR, which 
passed judgement in the licensing procedure before cancellation 
of the project. While the basic design remained unchanged, specific 
systems were changed during the transformation process to meet 
German licensing criteria. Key design features of the MTA-1160 
and major differences from the American plant design are listed 
in Table 1 III/. The differences in design had to be considered 
in fault tree analyses and they, altogether, are one reason for 
higher risk figures compared with AIPA. 

?. Methodology Ml 

The basic methodology of PSH • the application of fault/event 
tree techniques - is similar to other studies. To be consistent! 
data for reliability analyses have been taken over from the DRS 
for common components; for HTR-specific components, e.g. steam 
generators,updated information has been used from British Gas-
Cooled Reactor experience. In general the median values are 
slightly higher, and the error factors are less favourable than 
in AIPA. Most demand data are derived from failure rates under 
consideration of test intervals. Therefore for components with an 
annual test Interval, e.g. He-shutoff-valve, the calculated pro
babilities for failure to start are poor.(s. Tab. 3 ) . 
Similar to AIPA common-mode failures (CMF) of redundant components 
were taken Into consideration by introduction of a B-factor, 
which is defined as the ratio of CMF to CMF plus Independent failur 
Because of no adequate data base, a fl-factor of 10% was assumed 
for all components; only for feed-water pumps (f5 • Z%) and diesels 
(cmf to start: 8 . 10* Id) were common-mode failure rates derived 
from experience. 
Operator actions which influence the course of the accident are 
considered as far as they are possible without electrical or 



nechanlcal override of PPS-Interlocks within the first few hours, 
e.g. no override of 426 °C-Interlock to restart the Main Loop 
Cooling System. For quantification AJPA or RSf-models were applied; 
an error factor of 10 was assumed In general. Human actions suit
able to reduce the consequences of severe accidents, e.g. avoidance 
of Ignition sources, were quantified as a first step by engineer
ing judgement. 
Similar to ORS numerical results are presented as mean values 
with the related error factors (EF). The mathematical difference 
between mean and median values, used In A1PA and RSS, depend 
on t*e EF, e.g. for EF = 10 the median 1s lower by a factor of 2,7. 

In PSH consequence calculations are limited to the assessment 
of time-dependent release to **>e atmosphere for relevant nuclides. 
Basic models are listed in Tab. 4 and explained in greater detail 
later on. 

3. Accident topoloy and numerical results 

The investigations of accidents contributing to risk can be 
concentrated on those event sequences which lead to major 
release of core inventory or - with less Importance - to release 
of plate-out activity together with coolant gas activity. With 
regard to release mechanisms severe HTR-acc1dents can be grouped 
into (Tab. 5 ) : 

- water ingress events with fission product release due to hydrolysis 
of defective coated particles and desorption of plate out activity, 

- core heatup events with fission product release after coated 
particle failure due to excessive temperatures. 

3.1 Core heatup /13/ 

Core heatup accidents have turned out to be the counterpart to 
core melt-down accidents for LWR, but because of different generic 
features of a MTR, fission product release is reduced or drastically 

delayed. To clear up this point causal failure of the containment '* 
of a German PWR is expected to be In the range of 1 hour (steam 
explosion) to 24 hours (overpressurization) IM while in our study 
for a non-optimized HTR-design causal containment failure 1s calcu
lated for 4,5 days at the earliest; use of the DRS-model for H,-
behavlour (local burning) would lead to a further delay of 15 
days. For HTR, transients like loss of main loop cooling caused 
by mechanical failure or loss of power supply, have turned out 
to be the dominant initiating events, while loss of coolant acci
dents can be neglected. 
A look into the topology of core heatup accidents (Fig. 2) results 
in three dominant scenarios and confirms the importance of long-term 
phenomena for risk prediction. 
Normally after loss of main loop cooling after-heat is removed 
by the cooling system provided and no damage Is caused to the 
plant and there are no effects on the public. After failure to 
start of the cooling system the reactor gives time 1n the range 
of hours to restore cooling (HTR-1160~3 hr). If core-cooling 
cannot be restored, the core will be heated up, the primary 
circuit will be depressurIzed and a massive release of volatile 
fission products to the containment will follow the failure of 
coated particles. The release of non volatile fission products 
like Caesium and Strontium 1$ delayed primarily because of reten
tion in the reflector. The consequences of core-heatup-sequences 
are dominated by avalllabilIty of the Containment Isolation System 
and the failure of the Liner Cooling System, which may cause 
concrete heatup, release of water and formation of flammable or 
non condensable gas mixtures. The types of releases, time scale 
and frequencies ranges are illustrated as well in Fig. 2 for the 
analysed HTR-1160 design. 
The topology of core-heatup accidents 1s described universally 
in the American and German study; areas of uncertainty are: 

. the behaviour of the core under extremely high temperatures, 

. the failure temperature of the PCRV, 

. the modelling of gas burning and containment failure. 



To take up the last point we assume a 90X probability for reaching 
flammablHty limits, a 40X probability for non-removal of Ignition 
sources and a SOX probability for containment structural failure 
assuming Gaussian distribution for resistance (mean value 14,3 bar) 
and load (mean value 15 bar). The basic modelling Is in agreement 
with AIPA but different from WASH-1400 and ORS (Fig. 3). 
The statements referring to the topology confirm the relatively 
slow evolution of core heatup accidents as a generic feature of 
HTR. Nevertheless the numerical figures for different sequences 
depend mainly on design and on the adaptation of the design to 
the generic features. 

Before presenting the numerical results for selected release cate
gories I want to outline briefly the general procedure, relevant 
Issues and areas of uncertainties for the analysis of frequencies 
and the consequences. The frequencies of accident sequences have 
been estimated by use of pertinent event and fault trees, similar 
sequences have been summarized as a total of 9 release categories 
distinguished between failure modes of the Liner Cooling System 
(LCS) and the Containment. Fig. 4 shows a simplified event tree 
for Loss of Main Cooling (LNLC) and the most important sequence 
dealing with loss of liner cooling and containment failure after 
160 hr, caused by global burning. For the German design there 
is only a 60* chance to cool-down the core with the main loops 
for 20 min. The further course of the accident is similar to 
spontaneous LNLC only delayed by 10 hr. The integral probability 
for core heatup is in the range of 10" per reactor-year which 
indicates a non-optimised after-heat-removal-concept. 
The event tree for Loss of Preferred Power (LOPP) is quite 
similar apart from an additional event questioning energy 
supply (Fig. 5). Total loss of energy is assumed in case cf diesel-
CHF and non-restoration of external energy within one hour (after 
one hou" the batteries necessary for the switches are depleted) 
or CMF of one battery system. In this case the Core 
Auxiliary Cooling System (CACS) cannot be started and the LCS 

will fall spontaneously; failure of the Containment Isolation 
is quite likely because one of two closures per penetration is 
not fall-safe under loss of energy conditions. Here again the 
mean values depend on the design and on specific assumption; they 
should not be interpreted as HTR-spedf 1c. Options for improvement 
will be given at the end of the presentation. The largest uncertal 
ties originate in modelling of containment response (operator 
actions). 
The main steps and applied computer codes for the consequence 
analysis are illustrated in Tab. 6. The results are sensitive 
to the retention of fission products in the reflector, to plate-
out in the primary circuit a.'d to the processes Inside the contain 
ment. For relevant fission products the release from the PCRV, 
the retention by the containment and the release to atmosphere 
can be taken from Fig. 6 in case of structural failure after 110 h 
which is the earliest average time for global burning. 
The results for relevant release categories are summed up in Tab. 
It can be concluded: 

1) Due to the HTR-1160 design and maybe some conservative assump
tions the probability for eore-heatup accident; is quite high 
but with 80 out of 100 event sequences the radiological 
consequences are marginal. 

?) Release to atmosphere 1s delayed by hours (volatile) / days 
(non-volatile) even in case of open containment and delayed 
by days in general for isolated containment. 

3) Containment failure can be caused by gas burning or accumulate 
after LCS failure. It seems to be possible that the severest 
categories can be eliminated by improved design. 

3.2 Water ingress /14/ 

The dominant n asons for water ingress into the primary circuit 
of an HTR are steam generator (SG)-leaks combined with non-orderly 
SG-isolat ion. As mentioned before, Ingressing water may cause 



an Increase of coolant gas activity because of: 
- hydrolysis and swelling of fuel in failed coated particles 

leading to release of volatile fission products for temperatures 
below 900 K, 

- graphite oxidation and release of non-volatile fission products 
for temperatures higher than 900 K, 

- desorption and washoff of plated-out activity. 

The dominant sequence for risk includes causal failure of the 
steam relief valve and release of fission products directly into 
the atmosphere. A simplified event tree is shown in Fig. 7 for 
leak rates in the range of 0.5 to 11 kg/s of water. Leaks of this 
size are most important because they lead to almost the same con
sequences as larger leaks but they are much more likely. Causal 
failure of the steam relief valve had to be assumed because non-
orderly isolation of the steam-generator means isolation of the 
HP-steam-side and failure of valves on the feedwater-slde. In 
this cas3 feedwater is forced against the valve after a very short 
time. The valve will be pressurized by water in the liquid phase 
for which it is not designed. 
Basic assumption for fission product release calculation into 
the coolant-gas are listed in Table 8. It should be pointed out 
that plate-out inventories predicted for Sr and Cs have error 
factors in the range of 20 and therefore mean values are higher 
by a factor of more than 5 compared with medians. Furthermore 
no fission product retention on the relief path has been assumed. 
To sum up. water ingress accidents caused by SG-leaks lead quite 
likely to a considerable release of activity and therefore domi
nant sequences contribute significantly to risk. The figures are 
only valid for the analysed HTR-1160 design; they are expected 
to be much lower after it's optimisation. 
Development of water ingress accidents into core-heatup has been 
analysed as well. They run into categories with 'open containment' 
and contribute to the overall frequences (—»20 X ) . 

3.3 Other initiating events /14. 15/ 

In the AIPA and PSH studies together a broad spectrum of initiating 
events and accidents sequences was analysed (Tab. 9). Although 
acts of sabotage and war or atws were not analysed 1n both studies 
it can be stated 

• that core heatup accidents dominate the risk as long as excessive 
temperatures lead to fission product release from the fuel elemen 

- that iMLC and LOPP are the dominant initiating events but others, 
e.g. external events, need to be considered If the probabilities 
for whole LMLC/LOPP-sequences are less than 10" , 

- and that water ingress accidents may contribute significantly to 
risk depending on the design. 

4. "lesson to learn" 

The presented results of a German risk assessment study ere valid 
for the non-optimized German HTR-1160; they reflect some weaknesses 
in the design and areas of uncertainties in methodology, modelling, 
data and basic assumptions which had to be covered by conservative 
assumption (Tab. 10). The uncertainties are In most areas not spe
cific for HTR-risk-assessments. The study elves many options for 
an Improved HTR-1160 design which are listed 1n Table 11. If no 
major change in core design is assumed they should: 

• reduce the probability for core-heatup which means fission 
product release from the core, 

- guarantee containment for a very long time. 

If by change in core-design a massive coated particle failure can 
be avoided or drastically delayed this catalogue needs to be 
revised. 



In addition to the prevailing study Me Intend to quantify the 
Influence of design modifications on risk figures qualitatively. 
I believe that after the work has been done (for details see Tab. 12) 

- Core heatup sequences with open containment or early failure 
will be much more unlikely and of less Importance, but contri
butions from other initiating events, like external impact, 

are a limiting factor. 
- The representative core heatup sequences for risk will Include 

late or no containment failure, where leakage dominates for 
release. 

• Accidents with a potential for release by-passing the contain
ment, e.g. SG leaks and non-orderly plant response, may contri
bute to risk significantly. 
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Fie. 1: 

MILESTONES OF PSH-PHASE 1 

U : REVIEW OF AlPA-PHASE I < — AIPA-PHASE II) 
It: REVIEW OF AIPA-PHASE II AND 

APPLICATION OF AIPA-METHODOLOGY TO 
6EMMN HTR-1160 FOR SCHHEHAUSEN SITE 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR PHASE Is 

. USE OF A!PA METHODS. MODELS- MID DATA WHERE ADEQUATE. MODIFICATIONS 
WHERE NECESSARY IN OUR OfIRION 

. DRS RELIABILITY DATA WHERE APPLICABLE 

. CONSEQUENCES MEASURED IN CURIE RELEASES 

. GERMAN CONDITIONS OF SITING / LICENSING, 
NO IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN DESIGN CONSIDERED 
(MODIFIED TECHNICAL PLANT DESCRIPTIONS FROM 1976) 

STATUS . DISCUSSION OF DRAFTED SUMMARY REPORT. WRITE UP OF APPENDICES 
, ESTIMATION OF RISK FIGURES FOR IMPROVED DESIGN 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
. KFA-ISF (LEAD FUNCTION) / GRS 

GERMAN PROBABILISTIC SAFETY FOR HTR-CONCEPTS (PSH) 
- BMI CONTRACT SR 133 

Table 1 



. PRISMATIC UC-FUEL ELEMENTS. 3000 NN^. 3.S MM/*? POWER DENSITY 

. CORE AUXILIARY CO0LIN6 SYSTEM. <bt50X INSTEAD OF 3x50Z 
REDUCED CAPABILITY FOR AFTER-HEAT REMOVAL HITH THE MAIN LOOPS 
(DIFFERENT PHILOSOPHY) 

. STEAM-DRIVEN DL3NERS. NUCLEAR STEAM REHEAT 

. IMPROVED ISOLATION OF THE REHEATED-STEAN SIDE. LESS RELIABLE 
ISOLATION OF THE HP-STEAM SIDE. IMPROVED STEAM GENERATOR DUMPING SYSTEM 

. HIGHER DE6REE Of- PPS-AUTONATISATION. OPERATOR ACTIONS MORE LIMITED 

. 6ASTIGHT CONTAINMENT. HIGHER RESISTANCE AGAINST EXTERNAL IMPACT AND 
OVERPRESSURES. NO FILTER SYSTEM FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 

. IMPROVED ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEM. REOUCED CAPABILITY OF THE BATTERIES 

* ALTOGETHER DESIGN DIFFERENCES CAUSE HIGHER RISK FIGURES 

KEY DESIGN FEATURES OF 1160-CONCEPT. OIFFERENCES BETWEEN GERMAN UND 
AMERICAN DESIGN 

Table 2 

EVENT /FAULT TREES SIMILAR TO AIPA. RSS. DBS 
RALLY • RISA-CODES 

DATA FROM DRS FOR COMMON COMPONENTS 
UPDATEO OCR-EXPERIENCE 

COMMON NODE FAILURES SANE »S AIPA. BUT 101 AVERAGE 
DIFFERENT FROM RSS AND DRS 

OPERATOR ACTIONS NEEDED OR POSSIBLE EV'EPT 
EARLY MS-OVERRIDE 
AIPA • RSS MODELS • ENGINEERING 
JUDGEMENT FOR OUANTIFICATION 

MEAN VALUES. ERROR SIMILAR TO DRS. DIFFERENT 
FACTOR FROM AIPA. RSS 
RESULTS PROBABILITY • RELEASE FOR CATEGORIES. 

NO INTEGRATION 

PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF PSH (1) 

Table 3 



NANICS AS AIPA CORE / CONTAIMNENT THERNODV NANICS AS AIPA 

COMPONENT FAILURE NOOELS 

- F U E L AS AIPA 

- P R I H M V COOLANT BOUNDARY DIFFERENT FROM AIPA 

- PCRV MODIFIED (FAILURE TEMP.) 

- HP-STEAM RELIEF-VALVE DIFF. FROM AIPA 

- CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE SEYOND AIPA 

(GLOBAL BURNING) MODIFIED. DIFFERENT 
FROM DRS. RSS) 

EARTHQUAKE FREQUENCY DIFF. FROM AIPA 
CAUSAL FAILURES BEYOND AIPA 

CONSIDERATION OF EXTERNAL EFFECTS AS IN DRS 

EXCLUSION OF SABOTAGE. MAR. ATMS AS IN AIPA. RSS. DRS 

PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF PSH (2) 

Table 4 
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U.-720 CsW* 

7- 10* 
10» 

10* 
3-10* 10* 610* 

V 5 p aerosol diameter from the beginning 
21 No plate-out en surfaces of primary circuit 

Core Meatup Categories Imeon volues) T » h ' e 7 



HYWKM.YSIS GRAPHITE DESORPT10N WASH-OFF 
Of FAILED 
ru«L*J 

OXIDATION (so-SURFACE) Of FAILED 
ru«L*J 

Xe-133 3 . 10 5 QOOZ) . ^ 
J-131 1.6 . lO1* <10X) - 3 . 10 3 (50X) 6 . 10 2 

SR-90 - 1 . 10 1 2 . 10 3 (30Z) -
Cs-134 - 8 . 10 2 2 . 10" (30X) • 

** 2 Zo FRACTION 

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE (Ci) INTO THE COOLANT AFTER HATER INGRESS 
(MEAN VALUES) 

Table 8 

85 

EVENTS AIPA PSH IWORJANCE AIPVPSH 

LOSS OF HA|N LOOP COOLING X X CORE HEATUP, 
(LMLC. LOPP) DOMINANT 

STEAM GENERATOR LEAKS X X DO NOT CONTRIBUTE/ 
CONTRIBUTE <I>) 

OEPRESSURIZATION X X LOW CONSEOUENCES 
(INCL. AIR INGRESS) 

REHEATER LEAKS X X CONTRIBUTE/NEGLIGIBLE (D) 
PCRV FAILURE (CLOSURES) X X NEGLIGIBLE 

RUPTURES IN STEAM PIPES. X . « 
AUXILIARY SYSTEMS 
DROP OF NEUTRON SOURCE. y • 

TANKS ETC 

FUEL STORAGE X X NEGLIGIBLE. LOW PROB. 

EARTHQUAKE X X CORE HEATUP. LOW PROB. 

AIRCRAFT IMPACT - X (D) 
OTHER EXTERNAL IMPACTS - X « « 
FIRES X - DESIGN DEPENDENT 

TURBINE RUPTURE - X UNNECESSARY PROBLEM (D> 

SABOTAGE, WAR - -

SPECTRUM OF INITIATING EVENTS IN AlPA/PSH 

(D) * DESIGN 

Table 9 



NON-OPTIMISED DESIGN, NO CHANGES IN DESIGN CONSIDERED 

DATA . MEDIANS FOR VALVES, BATTERIES ETC. 
. ERROR FACTORS 
. CRCRGV RESTORATION 

FAR REACHING COUNTER-MEASURES NOT CONSIDERED 
HUNAN ADAPTABILITY MAYBE UNDERESTIMATED 

No OVERRIDE OF INTERLOCKS BY OPERATOR ASSUMED 

DELAY AND RETENTION OF NON-VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCTS <>> 

MODELLING OF CORE-THERMODYNAMICS FOR EXTREME HIGH TEMPERATURES, 
RE-CRITICALITY 

PROBABILITY FOR LOCAL BURNING UNDERESTIMATED 
RETENTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS INSIDE CONT (>) 

» UPPER LIMIT RISK FIGURES 
•» R+D PRIORITIES, NEED TO BE MODIFIED FOR SIGNIFICANT 

CHANGE IN CORE-GENERICS 

UNCERTAINTIES IN METHODOLOGY, DATA, MODELLING 

Table 10 

• CORE (AVOIDANCE OR FURTHER DELAY OF EXCESSIVE TEMPERATURES) 

. ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEM 
• BATTERIES' CAPACITY, REDUCTION OF CMF, RESERVE SYSTEM 
• MANUAL DIESEL START 
- DIVERSE DIESELS FOR LINER COOLING SYSTEM 

. COOLING SYSTEMS 
• REDUCED TEST INTERVAL FOR SHUTOFF VALVES 
- INCREASED CAPABILITY OF MAIN LOOPS FOR CORE 

COOL-DOHN OR ADDITIONAL STEAM-GENERATOR-FEED-SVSTEM 
IMPROVED REPAIR OR RESTORATION POSSIBILITIES 

- OPTIMISATION OF PPS / OPERATOR ACTION (INTERLOCKS) 
. CONTAINMENT 

- EMERGENCY FILTER SYSTEM 
- H2 / CO RECOMBINATION / HIGHER DESIGN PRESSURE / 

AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
- DIVERSE. FAIL-SAFE CLOSURES 

. MATER-STEAM-CYCLE 
OPTIMISATION OF SO-ISOLATION AND RELIEF VALVES 

. REPAIR AND TEST-STRATEGY 

DESIGN OPTIONS FOR HT»-1160 

Table 11 



-
CORE HEATUP * FAILURf 

(LCS • no COST 
ISOLATION 

: OF 

LCS • CONT 
FAILURE^ 1 . 5 | 

LCS • CONT 
FAIUME~?D 

LCS • CONT 
FAKURI-J9D 

MATER INGRESS 
• FAILURE OF 

SG ISOLATION 

RELEASE CAT. (A 9 | KA 1.2 KA1 KA5 KA 6.7 L 1 

ENERGY SUPPLY - X X . 

HEAT REMOVAL X X X X X (X) 

CONT SYSTEM • - X (CLOSURES) X (FILTER. 
RECONB.) 

X ( ) X ( ) -

SG ISOLATION _ _ _ — — — 

RC9UCTION / 
REVISED niCOU. 
PER YEAR 

~ 1 0 - 2 / - B . I O " 2 / ^ 

jS 10' 5 

DOMINANT CAT, 
AFTER REVISION 

OTHERS THAN 
LOPP DOHINAI 

! 

i i 
f DOMINANT CAT, 

AFTER REVISION 
OTHERS THAN 
LOPP DOHINAI 

! 

T 
' 1 

CONT LEAKAGE. 
NO FILTER 

f 

EXPECTED INFLUENCE OF DESIGN MODIFICATION ON RELEASE CATEGORIES 

Table 12 

EFFICIDCCY OF INHHtBIT PROTECTION MECHANISMS 
FOR AN IMPROVED HTR SAFETY CONCEPT 

x . PETERSEN, R. BOSCHTO, H. OERWXN, H. SCHDOC 
Inat i tu t ftir R««Jrtor«ntwicklunf 
Karnforachungaanlag* Jttlioh 
Jttlich 
Fadaral Rapublic of Oarraany 

For a preliminary design of a 350 MWt. annular core 
derived from the AVR-reactor the efficiency of Inherent 
protection mechanisms is discussed. After-heat removal and 
auto-shot down potential are demonstrated for intact and com
plete failure of core heat sinks. 

1. Motivation 
When discussing HTR safety concepts under the aspect of nuclear 
process heat applications it is evident that; 

- this reactor system has proven to offer a unique safety poten
tial based upon the inherent qualities of the ceramic core. 
This allows an approach toward a reactor design with an accepted 
deterministic limitation of max. radiological consequences of 
ultimate accidents; 

- however the realization of an appropriate safety concept can as 
well be a "conditio sine qua Hon" for the HTR to become an essential 
factor in the heat market, if this nuclear heat source should for 
economical reasons to be sited near the heat consumers (i.e. 
densely populated areas). 

In this context it is essential that the heat market have smaller 
units than the electricity market, and this boundary condition 
offers au essential degree of freedom to realize an improved 
safety concept. 


